Abstract. The properties of local connectedness and pseudocompactness of a completely regular space X are characterized via algebraic properties of the space C(X). These characterizations are then used to prove the (wellknown) theorem that ßX is locally connected if and only if A" is locally connected and pseudocompact.
1. A' is a completely regular Hausdorff space, C(X) is the space of all bounded, continuous, real-valued functions on X and ßX is the Stone-Cech compactification of X. For/ G C(X), ||/|| denotes its supremum norm and coz/ is its cozero set, i.e. coz/ = (x G A^: f(x) i= 0}. It is the purpose of this note to give characterizations of pseudocompactness and of local connectedness of X in terms of properties of C(X) as an algebra of functions on X. These characterizations will then be used to prove the following theorem (due to Banaschewski [1] and Henriksen and Isbell [4] ).
Theorem. ßX is locally connected if and only if X is locally connected and pseudocompact.
Characterizations similar to those offered here have been given. The paper [3] by Glicksburg contains several interesting characterizations of pseudocompactness as do the monographs [2] and [5] . In what follows we will use the following characterization found in [5] , see also [6, Theorem 10.2.5].
Lemma. X is pseudocompact if and only if every neighborhood-finite family of open sets in X is finite. D. Wulbert [7] has given a proof of the above theorem via a characterization of local connectedness of X in terms of the order and norm structure of C(X). An exposition appears in [5] . Our characterization uses only the algebraic structure of C(X) but the proof of the theorem relies on the norm structure as well.
§2 contains some definitions and the characterization of pseudocompactness. The characterization of local connectedness and the proof of the Banaschewski-Henriksen-Isbell Theorem is given in §3.
2. Two functions/ and g in C(X) will be called disjoint when coz/ n coz g = 0. This is equivalent to asking that fg = 0 so that / and g are disjoint in C(X) if and only if their extensions/and g are disjoint in C(ßX). A function / G C(X) will be called indecomposable when it cannot be written (nontrivially) as the sum of two disjoint functions in C(X). Thus / is indecomposable in C(X) if and only if/ is indecomposable in C(ßX). An easy argument will show that / is indecomposable if and only if coz/ is connected.
A family S of functions in C(X) will be called disjoint when any two functions in S are disjoint. Notice that S is disjoint in C(X) if and only if <S = {/: / E S) is disjoint in C(ßX). Now given S disjoint in C(X) we can define a new function ©f on X in a natural way. Its value at x E X is 2 {/(*): / E 9"}, this sum being only apparently infinite. The function ©?F is, in general, neither continuous nor bounded on X. However if {coz/: / £ ^} is neighborhood-finite then ©^ is continuous.
© ^ is the point-wise sum of the family S and should not be mistaken for the uniform sum which, when it exists, will be denoted "ES. Recall that / = 2^ when, given any e > 0, there exists a finite subfamily F of S such that ||/ -©G|| < e whenever F c G c S, G finite. If IS exists it is both continuous and bounded.
It is clear that if / E C(X) and/= ~S,S for some disjoint family S, then / = © S. The converse is generally false as the following theorem shows. (1) Given f E C(X) and a disjoint family S in C(X), f = (&S implies /=2^.
(2) X is pseudocompact.
Proof. (1) implies (2)
. If X is not pseudocompact a simple argument will produce a neighborhood-finite family of nonempty, disjoint, open sets {£/"}"_, (see [6] ). For each n we obtain a function /" E C(X) such that 0 < /" < 1, ll/JI = 1 and coz/" c U". Letting 'S = {/"}»_, the function /= ®S is in C(X) but f^'Z'S. We will now use Theorems 1 and 2 to give an elementary proof of the theorem stated in §1.
Proof of Banaschewski-Henriksen-Isbell Theorem. Assume first that X is locally connected and pseudocompact. Given / G C (X) Theorems 1 and 2 combine to imply that / = 2^ for a disjoint familyß of_indecomposable functions in C(X). Extending to C(ßX) we have /= Sf and ¥ is also disjoint with indecomposable members. Since/is a typical member of C(ßX) Theorem 2 implies ßX is locally connected. Now assume ßX is locally connected. X can be shown to be locally connected with an argument similar to the one above. We show X is pseudocompact via Theorem 1. Let/ = (&<$ where/ G C(X) and ¥ is a disjoint family in C(X). Since ßX is locally connected and compact thereis a disjoint family § of indecomposable functions in C(X) such that/= "2S.lt follows that/ = 2 S. Now, because, for each g G §, coz g is connected there is a unique g' G ¥ such that coz g c coz g'. Let G G § be finite with II/-©G|| < e, then G' = [g': g G G) is a finite subset of ¥ having the same property and since ||/-©F|| < ||/-©G'|| for any finite F with C'cFcîwe have/ = 23r.
Remark. It is tempting to shorten the above proof by replacing the last three sentences with: "We have/= ©^ and since ßX is compact,/= 2î mplying/= 2"?." However, since no use of local connectedness is made, this argument is spurious. We leave it to the reader to decide where it fails. Theorems 1 and 2 will also combine to give the following normed algebra characterization of local connectedness in a compact space.
